
Air-T15

 Why does the Air-T15 stop when climbing halfway? Why is there insufficient
power in cold weather?

 Reason for stopping halfway when climbing: The Air-T15 motor is rated at 250W, the
maximum climbing degree is 15% (climbing angle is not more than 8 °), when the
climbing angle is too large, overload will occur during climbing As a result, the
vehicle will stop slowly.

 Reasons for lack of power during cold weather: Temperature has a great influence on
output power, and low temperature will cause the vehicle's battery life and power to
decrease. At 0 ℃, the controller allows 70% of the output power. And under low
temperature conditions, the battery voltage drops quickly, which will also cause the
controller output power to be limited.

 How does the cruise control function work?

First, the vehicle needs to be connected to the app to enable the energy recovery
function. When this function is enabled, when the brake is pressed or the throttle is
released while the vehicle is in motion, the energy recovery system will convert part of
the kinetic energy into electrical energy for storage and reuse.

The energy recovery system will enhance the user's experience of emergency braking,
that is, the braking speed becomes faster and the braking distance becomes shorter
(customers can adjust the weak, medium and strong energy recovery through the
mobile app)

 What accessories are included with the Air-T15?

The accessories include: Instruction Manual, Limited Warranty Documentation, Rear
fender extension, Key ring, Charging adapter.

 If my weight exceeds 220lbs, can I still ride the Air-T15?

It is not completely impossible to use this product if it the weight is more than 220lbs. It's
just that the greater the weight, the more slowly driving is required. If the weight exceeds
220lbs, the vehicle's ability to climb and cross obstacles will also decrease. Please drive safely
according to your actual situation.
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 Can I ride the Air-T15 on rainy days?

The waterproof rating of Air-T15 is IP54. Outdoor riding is prohibited on rainy days. For your
personal safety, outdoor riding is not recommended in all the bad weather conditions.

 How to ride the T-Air15?

Please hold the handlebars with both hands, stand on the pedal with one foot, and push the
ground with the other foot. When the speed of the electric scooter is above 1.8 mph, stand
on the pedal with your two feet and press the throttle to accelerate. The throttle will not
start if the vehicle do not reach the speed of 1.8 mph.

 How many modes does the Air-T15 have? How to switch modes?

While the AIr-T15 is turned on, quickly tap on the rear fender twice to switch the
corresponding mode.

The Air-T15 has 4 modes:

 Pedestrian Mode: The maximum speed is about 3.7 mph, suitable for pushing.
 Energy saving mode “ECO”: The maximum speed is about 6.2 mph, suitable for

beginners to be familiar with riding.
 Standard mode “D”: The maximum speed is about 9.3 mph, suitable for skilled riders.
 Sport mode “S”: The maximum speed is 12.4 mph, suitable for advanced playe

 How do I prevent scratches on the bottom of Air-T15?

If you encounter potholes and speed bumps while riding, please bypass or slow down. If you
drive on uneven roads, there will be a risk of scratches at the bottom.

 What are the brake options on the Air-T15?

There are two ways to brake:

 Electronic brake: Manually press the finger brake on the left side of the handlebar;
 Mechanical brake: Step on the rear fender to brake.
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 Why is there a red thermometer icon on the dashboard when I am riding the Air-
T15?

The red icon that appears during the ride is a high temperature prompt.

Note: It will not affect the normal riding, please allow the Air-T15 to cool down before
charging.

 What is the safe turning angle of the Air-T15? Is a sharp turn too dangerous?

The turning angle of the scooter is 45 ° to the left and right. Sharp turns is dangerous
especially during high speeds.

 What material is the rear fender of the Air-T15?

The rear fender is equipped with a brake function, and the structure of the rear fender is a
plastic PC material and the fender installed on the rear aluminum is an alloy frame.

 What is the material of the Air-T15 wheels?

The front / rear wheels are aluminum alloy.

 Why is the Air-T15 bumpy during rides?

A solid tire will be bumpier than a pneumatic tire during rides, but it will be more
durable and will not leak out of the tire.

 What kind of tires does the Air-T15 use?

The Air-T15 uses non-inflatable solid tires. The front tires are 7.5-inch inner support rubber
tires, and the rear tires are 6-inch inner support rubber tires.

 Can the battery be removed by myself?

The battery cannot be disassembled, and the warranty is voided if you disassemble
the Air-T15.

 What is the battery life span of the Air-T15?

The battery capacity will be not less than 70% of the rated capacity after 500 cycles of charge
and discharge. It is recommended to charge the battery when the remaining power is about
10% to avoid over-discharge, which can extend the battery life.
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